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Delusions can be wildly irra onal, and wildly interes ng. Li le is know about delusions, and much
research focuses on how these thoughts arise and why they are so hard to abolish. But there
are lots of interes ng ques ons about delusions that get almost no a en on. One of these is:
Do delusions change over me and do they diﬀer from culture to culture? Using case material, I
describe a new delusional variant known as the Truman show delusion (TSD) which highlights the
ques on of culture in a par cularly striking way. I sketch a theory according to which an evolu onary system used to assess social threat, the suspicion system, can give rise to TSD and other delusions. This theory posits that the social environment is powerful in the shaping of and perhaps
even to the development of psycho c illness.
Joel Gold, M.D. is Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry at New York University School of Medicine. He worked
at New York City’s famed Bellevue Hospital for 14 years, where he became the head of its psychiatric ER and
then of its outpaƟent clinic. He has a private pracƟce in ManhaƩan. He is a regular contributor to Edge.org and
his work has been profiled in The New Yorker and The New York Times, on This American Life, and elsewhere. Dr.
Gold has published arƟcles in peer-reviewed journals including the New England Journal of Medicine, Psychiatry,
and Science. His first book, Suspicious Minds: How Culture Shapes Madness was published in 2014.
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